Solution statement:

FinTech

Introduction
on the Industry

Digital Transformation in FinTech goes
beyond making progressive applications
and reaching out to customers, it takes
place majorly on capitalizing new
technologies that can enable introduction
to digital tools which enhance the overall
productivity and efﬁciency.
To begin with, FinTech needs to move
towards improved customer s
egmentation.
Secondly, bring enhancements in the services, design of products on offer and promotional capabilities which helps ease the
process of migration from physical channels to a digital platform. Bringing about a
Digital Transformation can help with monotonous tasks like accounting, reports,
analysis, and similar operations
be executed with robust strategies that
minimizes the errors and possibility of
cyber risks.
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Problem Statement:
Issues faced / Challenges faced

Evolving Away from Legacy Applications
Many big banking systems function with a traditional approach, they are
built using the COBOL programming language. These legacy systems are
redundant and cannot connect with today’s digital environment. However, this shift from dated and disparate banking to digitally connected
environment requires huge upfront investment.

Solving Security Issues at Scale
Aside from securing social communication channels, the security of the
IT infrastructure and all that data it contains remains to be one of the
biggest challenges faced by banks undergoing or considering digital
transformation.

Securing Social Media Communications
Social Media will soon become a primary communication medium in the
banking sector . However, to streamline social media to accelerate client
communication comes with a huge security and compliance challenge
as it is an easy medium to post a misguided data or comment and
violate regulations.

Breaking Down Silos and Mitigating Risks
Banks have always operated as individual departments having their own
disparate systems and goals. Digital transformation brings about a single
platform that would centralize data and connect multiple systems and
departments. It eliminates the issues that rises because of silos.

Choosing Between Bricks-and-Mortar, Digital, or Both
There will always be a certain dilemma associated with the FinTech
sector choosing between Bricks-and-Mortar or Digital, as there would
always be a signiﬁcant number of clients preferring transaction in an
actual bank. Hence, demands ﬁnding a medium to satisfy customer
needs while achieving transformation.

Digital Transformation
in FinTech

According to veriﬁed sources,

70%
60%

of companies either have a digital transformation strategy in
place or are working on one.
of companies which have undergone a digital transformation
have created new business models.
The top industries for digital-ﬁrst business strategies with
services (95%), ﬁnancial services (93%) and healthcare (92%)
being at the top.

Digital Transformation Trend in the Financial sector over years

The Growth
Transformation scope in
FinTech and advantages:

Provides greater Lending Flexibility
Traditional lending models are not designed to measure effectively
and therefore are a barrier to earn money. Legacy systems being
expensive brings about a reduced performance with a lack of ﬂexibility. This is where a cloud-based lending approach comes into
picture. It creates an API that integrates seamlessly with asset
systems and provide a sustainable digital model that can drive a
well-designed lending solution.

Data processing for operational efﬁciency
With digital platforms introduced, such as knowing your customer
(KYC), ﬁnancial consultants can easily access customer data and
get their approval with better efﬁciency. To improve the understanding of customer portfolios and enhance credit processing,
Data analytics can be used, which can further be extended to
detect suspicious fraudulent transactions.

Growth in enterprise agility
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To support the constant advancement and improvement happening in the ﬁnancial sector, a need for quick and reliable information
is required without any tedious and manual work process. This can
only happen with bringing in Digital Transformation in the sector.

Increase in Mobile Banking
Over the years there have been about a 200% rise in new mobile
banking registrations; and mobile banking trafﬁc rose 85%,
increasing the need for digital transformation in banking. People
consider mobile banking handy for day-to-day services like electronic bill payments, shared payments, and instant money transfer.

Risk Assessment
The key important factor for consulting ﬁrms, is the collection,
storage, and analysis of data. In a due diligence process before a
merger or an acquisition, a quick and perfect ﬁnish makes a great
difference for ﬁnancial investors. Digital Transformation methods
helps speed up the process with the ability to assess risk
effectively.

What solutions do
we offer at Datum?
Datum offers following solutions in the FinTech domain to
help you lead the path of Digital Transformation efﬁciently:

Intelligent Contract
Management

Remittance Capture

Intelligent Contract Management

Receiving or causing payments

opens a new approach to CLM

through digital methods, like on-line

providing an ability to analyze

transfer, PayPal or alternative, refers

contracts dynamically in context

to Digital remission capture. This

of the systems and processes.

stage of property is driving a change

This solution uses the power of AI

in digital payments, the migration of

to ensure that the intent of every

money payments and plastic card

contract is realized fully, right

payments to digital channels, either

from initiation and signing to

from dematerialized cards, digital

obligation management and

wallets or within the cloud, or from

analytics.

new digital payment mechanisms.

Loan Origination
Introducing Digitization in the
loan origination process brings
several powerful beneﬁts for
banks which includes
improved customer experience
and signiﬁcant cost savings.
AI-applications used are: RPA
to implement Lending Management Automation, Document Automation to routinely
extract information from
paperwork, Enterprise Automation to ﬁll digital varieties to
make use of loans and electronic signature.

Standard Settlement
Instructions
Standard Settlement Instructions
(SSI’s) are deﬁned as a Legal Entities Settlement Instruction for
which key information remains the
same from one settlement to
another with only the amount and
value date modiﬁed. The challenge
is to automate deﬁning the settlement accounts and a detailed
settlement route comprising the
correspondent accounts and the
intermediaries through which the
settlement messages are to be
generated.

Customer Sentiment
Tracking

Intelligent Agreement
Reviews

Sentiment analysis has recently

Intelligent Agreement Reviews

gained attention in the FinTech

helps with automatic execution of

sector. The USP of customer

computable legal contracts when a

sentiment tracking is to take

set of pre-programmed conditions

unstructured or subjective data

are satisﬁed. Unlike traditional

from a vast myriad of online

methods, Intelligent Agreement

sources and sift, sort, extract

Reviews are written in source code.

and quantify insights from this

They can be stored on distributed

mass of data based on speciﬁc

ledger platforms and secured

objectives and search criteria.

using cryptographic keys to make
them immutable and tamper resistant.

Need to know more?
Happy to Help.
Schedule a meeting with our team of experts
https://outlook.ofﬁce365.com/owa/calendar/DatumSolutions@datumsolutions.net/bookings/

Or simply leave in your contact details in the link below, and one of our team
members will reach out to you.
https://www.dcgteam.com/contact-us/
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About Datum Solutions
Datum Solutions is a privately held company founded in 2010 and located in Indianapolis, Indiana, USA. With global operation
across eight countries, we specialize in providing Enterprise Content Management (ECM), Business Process Management (BPM), Case Management and Cloud based solutions to meet the business needs of operational departments of commercial
businesses and government agencies. With over 300 ECM professionals on board and experience in 250 successfully imple
mented ECM projects worldwide, our project delivery model allows us to implement innovative technology solutions includ
ing managed and hosted outsourcing options which assist our clients in meeting their business goals.

Our Offerings:
Business-IT Strategy Creation

RapidECM Product Family

Business Value Identiﬁcation

Industry Speciﬁc Accelerators

Business Application Development

Cloud and Hybrid Cloud Migration Services

Operations & Maintenance Optimization

External Content Enablement

Data & Platform Migration

Hosting & Managed Services

Application Modernization

Content Modernization

Office Address:
Datum Solutions, LLC
410 N Shortridge Road
Indianapolis, IN 46219
Telephone:
(+1) 317 790 6818
Fax:
(+1) 317 863 1071
Email:
info@datumsolutions.net
Website:
www.datumsolutions.net

